Because of their special genetic and biological features, species such as bacteria, yeast, mouse ear cress (Arabidopsis), rice, nematodes, fruit flies, and the laboratory mouse have provided an important comparative perspective to the Human Genome Project. Some of these species are models for human genetic diseases, and all greatly facilitate fundamental biological and genetic studies. This combination of species is not ideal for many comparative studies, however. For example, most of the model species are too divergent evolutionarily for human gene probes to recognize their homologs directly in DNA-DNA hybridization experiments. Mice are appropriately close for reliable cross-hybridization, but many genome mapping and sequencing problems are as hard in mice as they are in humans because their genomes have comparable complexity. It now appears that a new member of the genome club of model species, pufferfish (Fugu rubripes), will solve some of these problems.
Pufferfish is an excellent vertebrate for comparative genome analysis because its genome is small but complex. Its This synergism between experimental DNA-DNA hybridizations and computational homology searches yielded not only new candidate disease genes but also the intron-exon structure and sequence comparisons for identifying conserved motifs. An important question concerns the generality of the approach proposed by Trower et aL (7) given that it depends heavily both on the ability to find closely linked genes whose sequence has been strongly conserved during evolution and on conserved syntenies having a reasonable size.
Comparative Sequencing
For many comparisons between mammalian orders, gene sequences are sufficiently similar for successful DNA-DNA hybridization despite as much as 140 million years (myr) of independent evolution (70 myr in each lineage). However, the degree of sequence conservation can vary dramatically among genes, with divergence in some cases being enough to compromise hybridization. In human-mouse comparisons, for example, DNA sequence similarity ranges from 100% for histones 3 and 4 to <62% for interferon y. In addition, the degree of conservation can vary within genes depending on the function of particular motifs. Finally, noncoding DNA, which represents >97% of the mammalian genome, usually lacks suffi-cient similarity to hybridize between different orders (11) (12) (13) .
To compare genes in different vertebrate classes such as fish and mammals, conservation must be sufficient to allow hybridization of homologous genes that have been separated by =900 myr (450 myr in each lineage). Unfortunately, many genes are not conserved to the same extent as FOS (76% over 40 bp) and as a result the use of traditional hybridization screening of clone libraries is limited. Thus, direct DNADNA hybridization methods must focus on highly conserved gene probes that can then serve as reference markers between the two species.
Increasingly sophisticated computational methods and the rapidly growing public data bases define a new paradigm to identify homologous genes. Two general approaches are possible. The first relies on analyzing the sequence itself to identify putative genes. Powerful algorithms based on composition frequencies and known splicing patterns can find up to 90% of the genes encoded in a DNA sequence (14) .
The second approach, which is the approach used by Trower et al (7) , is based on identifying similar sequences in electronic data bases (ref. [15] [16] [17] . These algorithmic methods, which could be called electronic hybridization, permit more complex, sensitive similarity searches than traditional DNA-DNA hybridization. Computer-based searches that sometimes use <70% identity over short stretches of DNA sequence can find significantly similar sequences in very distantly related species. Even greater sensitivity can be obtained by translating the DNA from known or putative coding regions and comparing the inferred protein sequence to known protein sequences in public data bases. The sensitivity of homology searches can be further extended by examining secondary or tertiary protein structure. In addition, some alignment tools support multiple sequence comparisons simultaneously and enable discovery of homologies that cannot always be found with simple pairwise comparisons.
Comparative Mapping
The next issue concerns the extent of linkage conservation between pufferfish and humans. It is now well-established that many chromosomal segments have remained intact over substantial evolutionary periods. The best evidence is based on comparing the chromosomal location of homologous genes in different species. The patterns of conservation can be described in two ways. A conserved synteny refers to two or more genes that are located on homologous chromosomes in different species, regardless of their order on either chromosome. By contrast, a conserved linkage refers to two or more genes that are located in the same order on homologous chromosomes. [Trower et at (7) call this "synteny" when in fact the correct terminology is conserved linkage; cf. ref.
18.]
Conserved synteny for the mammalian X chromosome is a special case because of strong selection against chromosome rearrangements between autosomes and the X chromosome (8, 9) . But there are also many examples of conserved chromosome segments involving autosomes. In humans and mice, for example, it has been estimated that there are =110 conserved autosomal syntenies and 150 conserved autosomal linkages (19, 20) . The average genetic length of these conserved linkages is -8.5 centimorgans (=17 Mb) and the longest is =50 centimorgans. Comparative mapping information for nearly 50 other mammalian species shows that conserved chromosomal segments are frequently found among mammalian lineages (21, 22) .
The key question in the present context is the length of conserved linkages for lineages that diverged 450 myr ago. Hints of conservation over long evolutionary periods were provided by genetic mapping of isozyme-encoding genes in poecilliad and salmonid fish more than a decade ago (23) . For example, synteny (and in some cases linkage) of genes that encode mannose phosphate isomerase (Mpi) and a pyruvate kinase that is expressed in heart and kidney (Pk3) has been found in poeciliad fish (Xiphophorus) and in African green monkey, American mink, baboons, cat, chimp, Chinese hamster, dog, gibbon, humans, lemur, marmoset, mice, owl monkey, orangutan, pig, and rhesus; the only exceptions are cow and sheep (ref. 24 ; the Mouse Genome Database; posted January 9, 1996) . Thus, linkage (or synteny) conservation is the rule for 14 of the 16 informative mammalian species. In the mouse, the genetic length of the chromosome segment marked by Mpi and Pk3 is -4 centimorgans, or -8 Mb. In addition, Baxendale et aL (3) found evidence for linkage conservation at the Huntington disease locus where the Huntington disease gene, the G protein-coupled receptor kinase IT11, and a-adducin are closely linked in humans, mice, and pufferfish (see also refs. [25] [26] [27] . Whether conserved linkage between fish and mammals is the exception or the rule is an important question that remains to be answered.
Theoretical considerations suggest that substantial linkage and synteny conservation is expected between fish and mammals. With appropriate answers to these questions and additional results demonstrating the generality of this approach, a powerful paradigm will be available for identifying new candidate genes for human genetic diseases. In addition, information resulting from comparative sequence analysis of pufferfish, humans, and perhaps other species will lead to important tests of the assumptions and generality of genome evolution studies that are based on comparative maps.
